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Unit-1
Introduction to Services Marketing Strategy
Structure :
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1.7
1.8
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The Customer Gap
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Summery
Check your progress
Further Reading

1.1 Learning Objectives
This unit aims at providing basic understanding about the Services marketing strategy.
After reading this unit, you should be able to answer the following questions :
 What do you mean by services?
 What do you mean by service marketing strategy?
 What is GAP model of service quality?

1.2 Introduction
Services marketing strategy focuses on delivering processes, experiences, and
intangibles to customers rather than physical goods and transactions. It involves
integrating a focus on the customer throughout the firm and across all functions. All
company functions – marketing, selling, human resources, operations, and R&D – must
work together to create effective services marketing strategy. Rather than the traditional
goods marketing focus on transactions and exchange, services marketing strategy is
centered on the customer, usage, and relationships (Vargo and Lusch, 2004a).
Services, which can be defined as deeds, processes, and performances, fall into several
categories. Many services, such as hotels, transportation, and health care, are offerings
in and of themselves and are the primary revenue-producing activities of the firms.
Another category of service is customer service, which includes the service provided in
support of a company’s core products. Typically, customer service does not directly
produce revenue but rather addresses customer requests, questions, and complaints,
besides providing answers and solutions. Service can also be a value-add for
manufactured products – many companies provide training, installation, and repair
services for the goods they produce – often for a fee. Finally, many services are derived
from or are provided by manufactured products such as cell phones, computers,
software, and mobile phones. In early writings on services, scholars distinguished
services from goods by noting that they were intangible, perishable, variable, and that
the producer and consumer were inseparable. Recently, it has been suggested that these
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distinctive characteristics should not be viewed as unique to services but that they are
also relevant to goods, that ‘‘all products are services,’’ and that ‘‘economic exchange is
fundamentally about service provision’’ (Vargo and Lusch, 2004b). Although this view
is rather abstract, it does suggest that all types of organizations can gain valuable
insights from services marketing frameworks, tools, and strategies.
The four Ps of marketing (product, price, promotion, and place) are only partially
adequate to conduct effective services marketing strategy. Three additional Ps – people,
process, and physical evidence – are also needed. Because services are usually produced
and consumed simultaneously, customers are often present in the firm’s factory, interact
directly with the firm’s personnel, and are actually part of the service production
process. Therefore, all human actors (the P corresponding to people) play a part in
service delivery and thus influence the customer’s perceptions. The firm’s personnel,
the customer, and other customers in the service environment each provide cues to the
customer regarding the nature of the service itself. Employee dress, personal
appearance, attitudes, and behaviours all influence the customer perceptions of the
service. Physical evidence pertains to the environment in which the service is delivered;
all tangible components that facilitate performance or communication of the service also
affect services marketing. This includes all the tangible representations of the service
such as brochures, letterheads, business cards, report formats, signage, and equipment,
and the servicescape, the physical facility where the service is offered. This P (physical
evidence) is needed for services because customers often have little on which to judge
the actual quality of an intangible offering and thus will rely on any tangible
components of the service offering. Finally, process – including the operating systems,
procedures, mechanisms, and flow of activities by which the service is delivered – is an
element of the services marketing mix.
This P (process) addresses how the service is delivered, which, in many cases, may be
perceived by customers to be as important as the outcome of the service. In the
discussion that follows, the impact of these additional three Ps in services marketing
strategy will be obvious.

1.3 Gaps Model of Service Quality
Executives of services organizations have long struggled with how to approach service
design and delivery in an organized manner. The dominant approach to viewing the
delivery of service quality in a structured and integrated way is called the gaps model of
service quality (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry, 1985).
The gaps model positions the key concepts, strategies, and decisions in delivering
quality service in a manner that begins with the customer and builds the organization’s
tasks around what is needed to close the gap between customer expectations and
perceptions. The gaps model provides a comprehensive and integrating framework for
delivering service excellence and customer-driven service innovation.
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The model is particularly relevant in service strategy because it captures the cross
functionality inherent in service management. Although the authors are marketing
academics and their original publications appeared in marketing journals, their work has
been widely cited and used across academic disciplines and implemented in different
functions within organizations. The model draws heavily from logic, theories, and
strategies in operations, human resources, marketing, and increasingly from information
systems.
The model, illustrated in Figure 1, is anchored on the customer and integrates customer
focus throughout all gaps within the model. As depicted in the model, a firm’s primary
goal should be to meet or exceed customer expectations, and strategies used to achieve
that objective (whether operations, human resource, or technology-based) are all
focused on the customer. Every gap and every strategy used to close the gaps in the
model retains a focus on the customer at its core.
The central focus of the model is the customer gap – the difference between customer
expectations of what will be delivered and perceptions of the service as it is actually
delivered. The other four gaps in the model are known as the provider gaps and each
represents a potential cause behind a firm’s failure to meet customer expectations.
Closing the customer gap – delivering quality service – at the top of the model is a
complex undertaking involving many different organizational and employee skills and
tasks. These tasks can be sorted into four other gaps – the provider gaps – each of which
needs to be closed in order to close the customer gap.
The following four provider gaps, shown under the horizontal line in Figure 1, are the
underlying causes behind the customer gap:
Gap 1: The listening gap
Gap 2: The service design and standards gap
Gap 3: The performance gap
Gap 4: The communication gap.
At its most basic level, the logic of the model suggests that the customer gap is a
function of any one or all of the four provider gaps. Early publications of the gaps
model enumerated the complex reasons that cause each of these provider gaps. Later
publications and a leading services marketing textbook (Zeithaml, Bitner, and Gremler,
2009) have further elaborated on the gaps by delineating specific strategies for closing
each of them. We will expand briefly on key strategies used to close each of the gaps.

1.4 The Customer Gap
The customer gap is the heart of the gaps model. It represents the difference between
customer expectations and perceptions of service performance. The model suggests that
closing this gap by matching or exceeding customer expectations will result in the
achievement of service quality from the customer’s perspective. In the years since the
introduction of the model, there has been significant focus on both customer
Odisha State Open University
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expectations and perceptions in terms of conceptualizing these constructs, developing
measures for them, and studying their effects.
A prominent focus of both academic and practical research has involved identifying the
dimensions of service quality. Considerable exploratory and empirical work resulted in
the identification of five dimensions:
1. Assurance : Knowledge and courtesy of employees and their ability to inspire trust
and confidence.
2.Empathy : Caring, individualized attention the firm provides its customers.
3.Reliability : Ability to perform the promised service dependably and accurately.
4. Responsiveness : Willingness to help customers and provide prompt service.
5.Tangibles : Appearance of physical facilities, equipment, personnel, and
communication materials.
Figure 1 Gaps model of service quality.
Expected service

Customer

Customer gap
Perceived service

Service delivery

Company
Listen gap

Performance gap

Communication gap

External communication
to customers

Customer-driven service
designs and standards

Service design and standards gap
Company perceptions of
consumer expectations

The five dimensions of service quality have been captured in a questionnaire called
SERVQUAL, consisting of a total of 21 items measuring these dimensions. The
SERVQUAL measure has been applied in and adapted to many industry settings. Related
streams of research have developed in parallel to study service encounters, customer
satisfaction, customer loyalty, and their relationships with service quality. None of these
now-prominent streams of research existed prior to the 1980s, and all continue to spawn
research today.
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GAP 1 – THE LISTENING GAP
Provider gap 1, the listening gap, is the difference between customer expectations of
service and company understanding of those expectations. A primary cause in many
firms for not meeting customers’ expectations – that is, the customer gap – is that the
firm lacks accurate understanding of exactly what those expectations are. Many reasons
exist for managers not being aware of what customers expect: They may not interact
directly with customers, they may be unwilling to ask about expectations, or they may
be unprepared to address them. Closing the listening gap requires that management or
empowered employees acquire accurate information about customers’ expectations.
Customer expectations must be assessed accurately before new services are developed,
and they must be tracked after the services are introduced.
Figure 2 lists the three key strategies for closing the listening gap. Each of these
strategies is backed by research and practical applications. The first strategy is to listen
to customers in multiple ways through customer research and employee upward
communication. Such research includes the full range of traditional marketing research
methods such as surveys, focus groups, and complaint handling. There have also been
research methods uniquely useful in service situations such as SERVQUAL surveys,
mystery shopping, and critical incidents analysis. A distinguishing factor between
marketing research on goods and services is that services research must capture human
performance. Whereas goods research can evaluate goods independent of the
individuals who create them, service is often created in the interaction between
customers and contact personnel. The behaviour of personnel can be highly variable
across individuals as well as with employees from day to day, so constant monitoring
must occur. For that reason, additional techniques are needed to assess and feedback
information about the performance of individuals.

Gap 1

Listen to customers in multiple ways through customer
research and employee communication.



Build relationships by understanding and meeting
customer needs over time.



Know and act on what customers expect when
they experience a service failure.

Figure 2: Strategies for closing the listening gap.
Mystery shopping – hiring people 4 services marketing strategy to pose as customers to
evaluate performance – is typically used in restaurants and other retail service settings.
Critical incidents research, in which a customer recalls and discusses both satisfying and
unsatisfying experiences with a service provider and its employees, is particularly useful
in examining and improving service encounters. Another marketing research approach
that is particularly useful in service firms is the trailer call, a short survey that follows
Odisha State Open University
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(‘‘trails’’) a service event or encounter. The trailer call offers quick feedback on
employees and also allows a company to fix its processes in a timely fashion.
The second strategy that closes provider gap 1 is to focus on building relationships by
understanding and meeting customer needs over time. In firms where customers and
companies have interpersonal contact, this can involve many different strategies:
learning customers’ names, their businesses, their industries, and their histories with the
firm. Even in direct marketing or online situations, a firm can develop a virtual
relationship with customers by learning their preferences and history. The stronger the
firm’s relationship with its customers, the better is the firm’s ability to listen to
customers (and thus close the listening gap).
The final key factor associated with provider gap 1 is lack of service recovery, or a
failure to understand and act on what customers expect when there is a service failure.
Even the best companies, with the best of intentions and clear understanding of their
customers’ expectations, sometimes fail. It is critical for an organization to understand
the importance of service recovery – why people complain, what they expect when they
complain, and how to develop effective service recovery strategies for dealing with
inevitable service failures. Such strategies might involve a well-defined complainthandling procedure and an emphasis on empowering employees to react on the spot, in
real time, to fix the failure; at other times, it involves a service guarantee or ways to
compensate the customer for the unfulfilled promise. Firms that learn from their failures
–which often result from not fully understanding their customers’ expectations – can
reduce or eliminate the listening gap.
GAP 2 – THE DESIGN AND STANDARDS GAP
Closing gap 1 through research and effective management of customer relationships is
necessary, but not sufficient, for achieving service excellence. Even when a company
has a thorough and ongoing understanding of its customers’ expectations, it is still very
possible, in fact, quite easy, to fail to deliver quality service. Focusing on gap 2, the
design and standards gap, is the next step toward ensuring against such failure. This gap
is concerned with translating customer expectations into actual service designs and
developing standards to measure service operations against customer expectations.
Figure 3 summarizes several key strategies for closing gap 2. The first strategy is to
employ well-defined new-service development and innovation practices for designing
services. Some have referred to this as formalization of a ‘‘services R&D’’ practice.
While standardized new-product development processes and R&D are common in
technology and manufacturing, they are still quite rare in services (for a major
exception, we note the investment of the IBM Corporation in service innovation
research through its global research labs). A formalized process typically involves a
series of steps beginning with strategy formulation and idea services marketing strategy
5 Gap 2 Employ well-defined new service development and innovation practices“services R&D.” Understand the total customer experience through service
blueprinting. Measure service operations via customer-defined rather than company
Odisha State Open University
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defined standards. Incorporate physical evidence in service design. Figure 3 Strategies
for closing the design and standards gap generation and ending with full-scale
implementation. Because of the nature of services (their process orientation,
intangibility, co-creation by customers), it is more challenging to engage in these typical
steps that are so well established in other industries. However, it is clear that following a
well-defined process, engaging customers along the way, and carefully planning and
prototyping the complexities of service implementation are all essential in ensuring
service designs that meet customer expectations. Building prototypes of services and
planning for eventual full-scale implementation again means that operations, marketing,
and, in many cases, human resource functions must work together.


Employ well-defined new service development and innovation practices“services R&D.”



Understand the total customer experience through service blueprinting



Measure service operations via customer-defined rather than

Gap 2

company defined standards.


Incorporate physical evidence in service design

Figure 3 Strategies for closing the design and standards gap.
A second strategy for closing gap 2 relates to understanding the total customer
experience and designing all elements of that experience in ways that meet or exceed
customer expectations. This involves considering everything that occurs from the
moment the customer engages the service through the entire length of the service
experience. Common elements of the service experience that need to be designed
include customer-facing processes, the physical space where the service is delivered,
and the interactions between service employees and customers. Viewing these
operational elements from the customer’s perspective and designing them to be
consistent with expectations, or to reinforce a desired service image, are critical to
closing gap 2. Because of the special challenges inherent in designing services,
techniques such as service blueprinting have evolved to aid in the design process
(Zeithaml, Bitner, and Gremler, 2009). The purpose of a service blueprint is to make a
complex and intangible service concrete through its visual depiction of all of the steps,
actors, processes, and physical evidence of the service. The key feature of service
blueprints is their focus on the customer – the customer’s experience is documented
before any of the internal processes are determined.
A third strategy for closing gap 2 involves measuring service operations via customerdefined standards. These are standards set to correspond to customer expectations rather
than to firm-focused goals. The quality of service delivered by customer-contact
personnel is critically influenced by the standards against which they are evaluated and
compensated. Standards signal to contact personnel what the management priorities are
and which types of performance really count. When service standards are absent or
when the standards in place do not reflect customers’ expectations, quality of service as
Odisha State Open University
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perceived by customers is likely to suffer. Customer-defined standards can either take
the form of operational (hard) or perceptual (soft) standards.
The final strategy that closes gap 2 involves the use of physical evidence in service
design and in meeting customer expectations. This includes everything tangible in the
service-delivery process, such as business cards, reports, signage, Internet presence,
equipment, and facilities used to deliver the service. The servicescape, the physical
setting where the service is delivered, is a particular focus of physical evidence and is
critical in industries such as restaurants and hotels to communicate about the service and
make the entire experience pleasurable. In these cases, the servicescape plays a variety
of roles, from serving as a visual metaphor for what the company stands for to actually
facilitating the activities of both consumers and employees.

Gap 3

 Align human resource practices (hiring, training, support systems,
and rewards) around delivering service excellence.
 Define customers’ roles and help them to understand and perform
effectively.
 Integrate technology effectively and appropriately to aid service
performance.
 Motivate and incentirize intermediaries to
according to firm standards.

perform service

 Manage fluctuations in supply and demand.
Figure 4 : Strategies for closing the service performance gap.
Given the importance of physical evidence and its potentially powerful influence on
both customers and employees, it is important for firms to think strategically about the
design and management of the tangible evidence of service. To accomplish the type of
customer-focused service design described above means that marketing and operations
functions within the firm must at least share information, and, in the best case, actually
collaborate in designing the service and setting standards for its delivery. Because of the
interpersonal nature of many services it is critical to design and plan for the human
element as well; thus, effective service design and customer-defined standards will
reflect collaboration with the human resource function in the organization. These types
of cross-functional collaborations are not as essential in goods marketing where process,
people, and physical evidence (the new-services marketing mix elements) are not as
critical in defining the product.
GAP 3 – THE PERFORMANCE GAP
Although a company may have closed both the listening gap and the service design and
standards gap, it may still fall short of providing service that meets customers’
expectations if it is unable to deliver service in the way the service was designed. Gap 3,
the service performance gap, must also be closed to make sure there is no discrepancy
between customer-driven service design and standards and actual service delivery. Even
when guidelines exist for performing service well and treating customers correctly,
Odisha State Open University
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high-quality service performance is not a certainty. Standards must be backed by
appropriate resources (people, systems, and technology) and also must be enforced to be
effective – that is, employees must be measured and compensated on the basis of
performance along those standards. Thus, even when standards accurately reflect
customers’ expectations, if the company fails to provide support for those standards – if
it does not facilitate, encourage, and require their achievement – standards do no good.
When the level of service delivery falls short of the standards, it falls short of what
customers expect as well. Narrowing gap 3 by ensuring that all the resources needed to
achieve the standards are in place reduces the customer gap.
The key strategies for closing gap 3 are depicted in Figure 4. The first strategy is to
align the firm’s human resource strategies around delivering service excellence. In
particular, in order to deliver service as it was designed a firm needs to ensure that
employees are willing and able to deliver quality services and that they are motivated to
perform in customer-oriented, service-minded ways. In creating such a workforce, an
organization must hire the right people, develop those people to deliver service quality,
and retain the best people. To effectively deliver service quality, considerable attention
should also be focused on recruiting and hiring the right service personnel. Service
employees need two complementary capacities: service competencies – the skills and
knowledge necessary to do the job – and service inclination – an interest in doing
service-related work. Once the right people are in place, to provide quality service they
need to be developed through ongoing training in the necessary technical skills and
interactive skills. An organization that hires the right people and trains and develops
them to deliver service quality must also work to retain them. If a. company wants the
strongest service performers to stay with the organization, it must reward and promote
them. Organizations use a variety of rewards to retain the best employees; traditional
approaches such as higher pay, promotions, and one-time monetary awards or prizes are
often linked to service performance.
Company
(management)

Internal marketing
"Enabling the
promise"

External marketing
"Making the promise"

Employees

Customers
Interactive marketing
“Delivering the promise”

Figure 5 : The services marketing triangle.
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Services marketing is about promises made and promises kept to customers. A strategic
framework known as the services triangle (Figure 5) visually reinforces the importance
of people in the ability of firms to keep their promises and succeed in building customer
relationships (Bitner, 1995; Kotler, 1994; Gronroos, 2007).
The triangle shows the three interlinked groups that work together to develop, promote,
and deliver services. These key players are labeled on the points of the triangle: the
company (or SBU (small business unit) or department or ‘‘management’’), the
customers, and the providers. Providers can be the firm’s employees, subcontractors, or
outsourced entities who actually deliver the company’s services. Between these three
points on the triangle, three types of marketing must be successfully carried out for a
service to succeed: external marketing, interactive marketing, and internal marketing.
On the right side of the triangle are the external-marketing efforts that the firm engages
in to set up its customers’ expectations and make promises to customers regarding what
is to be delivered. Anything or anyone that communicates to the customer before service
delivery can be viewed as part of this external-marketing function. But external
marketing is just the beginning for services marketers: promises made must be kept. On
the bottom of the triangle is what has been termed interactive marketing or real-time
marketing. This is where promises are kept or broken by the firm’s employees,
subcontractors, or agents. People are critical at this juncture. If promises are not kept,
customers become dissatisfied and eventually leave. The left side of the triangle
suggests the critical role played by internal marketing. Management engages in these
activities to aid the providers in their ability to deliver on the service promise:
recruiting, training, motivating, rewarding, and providing equipment and technology.
Unless service employees are able and willing to deliver on the promises made, the firm
will not be successful, and the services triangle will collapse.
All three sides of the triangle are essential to complete the whole, and the sides of the
triangle should be aligned – that is, what is promised through external marketing should
be the same as what is delivered; and the enabling activities inside the organization
should be aligned with what is expected of service providers.
For many services, customers are participants in service production and co-creators of
value and, therefore, play a key role in the service-delivery process – that is, customers
themselves can influence whether the service meets customer-defined specifications and
can potentially contribute to the widening of gap 3. Therefore, a second strategy for
closing the performance gap is to define customers’ roles and assist them in
understanding and performing their roles effectively. Sometimes customers widen gap 3
because they lack understanding of their roles and exactly what they are to do in a given
situation or because they are unwilling or unable to perform for some reason. To reduce
this gap the organization needs to clearly define and communicate what the customer’s
role entails – in essence, the customer’s job description. Once the customer’s role is
clearly defined, the firm needs to help facilitate that role. In a sense, the customer is a
‘‘partial employee’’ of the organization, and strategies for managing customer
Odisha State Open University
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behaviour in service production and delivery can mimic, to some degree, the efforts
aimed at service employees discussed in the previous paragraph.
A third strategy for closing gap 3 involves integrating technology effectively and
appropriately to aid service performance. For service workers (and customers) to be
efficient and effective in performing their jobs, technology that facilitates their efforts is
often required. Technology can help employees to be more effective and efficient in
serving customers. Technology can also help customers become more educated and
involved in co-creating service. In some cases, technology can serve as a substitute for
employees, and actually deliver the service to the customer without any need for human
interaction. These types of services – called self-service technologies – are prevalent
today across industries.
A fourth difficulty associated with provider gap 3 involves the challenge in delivering
service through such intermediaries as retailers, franchisees, agents, brokers,
subcontractors, and outsourcers. Because quality in service often occurs in the human
interaction between customers and service providers, control over the service encounter
by the company is crucial, yet it rarely is fully possible. Most service (and many
manufacturing) companies face an even more formidable task: attaining service
excellence and consistency in the presence of intermediaries who represent them and
interact with their customers yet are not under their direct control. Franchisers of
services depend on their franchisees to execute service delivery as they have specified
it. And it is in the execution by the franchisee that the customer evaluates the service
quality of the company. With franchises and other types of intermediaries, someone
other than the producer is responsible for the fulfilment of quality service. This issue
has become particularly relevant as firms increase the outsourcing of their customer
support to other countries; concerns about language, quality control, and consistency of
performance are the ultimate trade-offs for lower costs. Because firms often provide
service through intermediaries, they must develop ways to either control or motivate
these intermediaries to meet company goals and perform as well as their own
employees.
A final issue in provider gap 3 is the need in service firms to synchronize demand and
capacity. Because services are perishable and cannot be inventoried, service companies
frequently face situations of over demand or under demand. Lacking inventories to
handle over demand, companies lose sales when capacity is inadequate to handle
customer needs. On the other hand, capacity is frequently underutilized in service
companies during slow periods. Most companies rely on operations strategies such as
cross training or varying the size of the employee pool to synchronize supply and
demand. Marketing strategies for managing demand – such as price changes,
advertising, promotion, and alternative service offerings – can supplement approaches
for managing supply.
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GAP 4 – THE COMMUNICATION GAP
Even when a firm has done everything suggested by the other three gaps to ensure
service quality, there can still be a failure to meet customer expectations if
communications about the service do not match with what is delivered. Thus, the final
provider gap that must be closed is the communication gap, or gap 4. This gap focuses
on the difference between service delivery and what is communicated externally to
customers through advertising, pricing, and other forms of communications.


Employ integrated services marketing communication strategies
around everythingand everyone sending a message or signal to
the customer.



Manage customer expectations effectively throughout the
experience.



Develop mechanisms for internal communication
avoidoverpromising and ensure successful delivery.



Manage the service brand.



Price services appropriately.

Gap 4

to

Figure 6 :Strategies for closing the communication gap.
Figure 6 captures several key strategies for closing gap 4. The first strategy revolves
around services marketing strategy 9 Gap 4 Employ integrated services marketing
communication strategies around everything and everyone sending a message or signal
to the customer. Manage customer expectations effectively throughout the experience.
Develop mechanisms for internal communication to avoid overpromising and ensure
successful delivery. Manage the service brand. Price services appropriately. Figure 6
Strategies for closing the communication gap. integrated services marketing
communication that ensures that everything and everyone sending messages or signals
about the service does so in a manner that is consistent with what customers expect and
what is actually delivered. The challenge with this strategy is that there are a myriad of
communication channels and modes that send messages to customers – more today than
every before – including traditional websites, personal sales, direct mail, print media,
blogs, virtual communities, mobile advertising, and television. Beyond these types of
channels, which are also available to goods-producing firms, service customers receive
additional communication from servicescapes, customer service representatives, and
everyday service encounters with company employees. Ensuring that all of these
channels communicate effectively and consistently is a daunting task, yet one that is
essential to an integrated communication strategy. Unfortunately, the people within
companies that deal with these different communication vehicles are not always located
in the same department, leading to disparate, conflicting messages.
A second key strategy for closing the communication gap is to manage customer
expectations effectively throughout the service experience. Many services (e.g., many
business-to-business services and consumer membership services) take place over an
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extended time frame that might mean a few hours, days, weeks, or even years. These
extended service experiences often change over time, varying from the original service
promise as a result of business realities (for either the provider or the customer) that
change the nature of the service, customer needs that change over time, and financial
pressures that may cause increases in pricing or adjustments to the service contract.
Thus, communications to the customer must also evolve through time to ensure that
expectations and service performance match. This might mean managing customer
expectations relative to new business realities, often in the form of managing
expectations downward when a service previously provided is discontinued or when
prices for similar services must be increased.
A third strategy for closing gap 4 is to develop mechanisms for internal communication
so that the customer hears consistent messages before the sale and during service
delivery. A common cause for the communications gap is overpromising on the part of
customer-contact employees, salespeople, and marketing communications. While a
certain amount of promotion is needed in many cases to gain a sale, excessive
promotional activity can be detrimental when it exceeds the ability of the delivery
organization to keep the promises made. Customers gained in the short term through
excessive promises can be lost just as quickly through a failure to deliver. A number of
internal communication strategies can help avoid the latter problem. These strategies
including effective vertical communication that keeps employees informed of corporate
plans and marketing messages so that they communicate accurately to consumers.
Selling the brand inside the company also helps employees to see its value and to be
realistic about what can and should be promised to customers. Horizontal
communication across marketing, operations, and service design teams can also help
align promises with service-delivery capabilities.
A fourth strategy to close the communications gap is to create a strong brand image for
the service. A brand image – reinforced by brand characters, slogans, logos, and similar
images – serves to unify perceptions of the brand. Service organizations such as Chickfil-a, with its ubiquitous cow, or McDonalds, with its golden arches, have successfully
created brand images over time that reduce the communications gap.
A fifth issue in provider gap 4 is associated with the pricing of services. In packaged
goods (and even in durable goods), customers possess enough price knowledge before
purchase to be able to judge whether a price is fair or in line with competition. With
services, customers often have no internal reference points for prices before purchase
and consumption. For this reason, determining the value of a service to customers,
called demand-oriented pricing, can be complicated. Further, pricing strategies such as
discounting, ‘‘everyday low prices,’’ and couponing obviously need to be different in
service cases in which the customer has no initial sense of prices. Even cost-based
techniques for developing prices for services are more complicated than those for
pricing tangible goods, largely because the dominant cost factor is labor. Placing a value
on an employee’s time is more difficult than knowing the costs of components of a
physical good.
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1.5 Service Equals Profits
Through the 1980s and early 1990s, many firms jumped on the service bandwagon,
investing in service initiatives and promoting service quality as ways to differentiate
them and create competitive advantage. Many of these investments were based on faith
and intuition by managers who believed in serving customers well and who felt in their
hearts that quality service made good business sense. Indeed, a dedication to quality
service has been the foundation for success for many firms, across industries. Since the
mid-1990s firms have demanded hard evidence of the bottom-line effectiveness of
service strategies. Fortunately, researchers are building a convincing case that service
strategies, implemented appropriately, can be very profitable. Work sponsored by the
Marketing Science Institute suggests that corporate strategies focused on customer
satisfaction, revenue generation, and service quality may actually be more profitable
than strategies focused on cost cutting or strategies that attempt to do both
simultaneously (Rust, Moorman, and Dickson, 2002). Research from the Harvard
Business School builds a case for the ‘‘service–profit chain,’’ linking internal service
and employee satisfaction to customer value and ultimately to profits (Heskett et al.,
1994). Furthermore, considerable research has shown linkages between customer
satisfaction (often driven by service outcomes) and profits (Anderson and Mittal, 2000).
The University of Michigan American Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI) provides
data suggesting that customer satisfaction is directly linked to shareholder value. Firms
in the top 50% of the ACSI rankings show significantly higher shareholder value than
do firms in the bottom 50% (Fornell, 2004). An important key to these successes is that
the right service strategies are chosen and that these strategies are implemented
appropriately and well.

1.6 Summary
Services marketing strategy focuses on delivering processes, experiences, and
intangibles to customers rather than physical goods and discrete transactions. Delivering
experiences successfully and building customer relationships are complicated
undertakings involving many different strategies and tactics. Although companies have
often found it difficult to attack service problems in an organized manner, a wellestablished model called the gaps model focuses on the customer and describes the
approaches necessary to close the gap between customer expectations and perceptions.
Figure 1, the full gaps model, shows that closing the all-important customer gap is a
function of closing four gaps on the service provider side: the listening gap, the service
design and standards gap, the performance gap, and the communication gap. Each of
these gaps involves concepts and tools designed to minimize the gaps, and these were
discussed in this article.
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1.7 Check Your Progress
1. What do you mean by Services?
2. What do you mean by Service marketing? Explain its basic characteristics.
3. What do you mean by Service Strategy?
4. What do you mean by service Product?
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Unit-2
Segmentation, Targeting and Positioning
Structure :
2.1 Learning Objectives
2.2 Introduction to Market Segmentation
2.3 Meaning and Definition of Segmentation
2.4 Importance of Market Segmentation
2.5 Bases of Market Segmentation
2.6 Levels of Market Segmentation
2.7 Strategies of Market Segmentation
2.8 Benefits of Market Segmentation
2.9 Introduction to Targeting
2.10 Meaning and Definition of Targeting
2.11 Procedure of Market Targeting
2.12 Types of Targeting
2.13 Need of Targeting
2.14 Introduction to Positioning
2.15 Meaning and definition of Positioning
2.16 Types of positioning in marketing
2.17 Benefits of positioning in marketing
2.18 Steps to create an effective positioning strategy
2.19 Summary
2.20 Check your progress
2.21 Further Reading

2.1 Learning objectives
This unit aims at providing basic understanding about the meaning and importance of
Segmentation, Targeting, Positioning.
 Understand the meaning and importance of Segmentation.
 Define types of Segmentation.
 Understand the meaning of Targeting.
 Identify types of targeting.
 Understand the meaning of Positioning: The Battle for the Mind.
 Define Positioning Process.
 Identifying Bases of Positioning.
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2.2 Introduction
All customers in a broadly defined market don’t have the same needs. But successful
marketers decide about the products to offer and the markets to be serviced. One size
doesn’t fit everyone very well. “One cannot be everything to everyone, but can be
everything to a selected few” and that no two individuals can be the same. These are the
foundations for segmentation. For this purpose market segmentation is core to
marketing. Various firms have achieved leadership positions through effective
segmentation and targeting. “Once you discover the most useful ways of segmenting a
market, you have produced the beginnings of sound marketing strategy”.
To create differentiation, marketers use segmentation, targeting, and positioning, or
STP. Consumers buy benefits, and products that BEST address their SPECIFIC need.
Segmentation Analysis can help determine where customer needs products to address
consumer needs. Segmenting the market, Targeting the user, and Positioning the
products are three pillars of modern marketing strategy.
W. Smith (1956) is considered to be father of market segmentation, who provided
market segmentation as an alternative to differentiation. Yet it was Wind, whose review
of the status of marketing segmentation that made segmentation at the heart of
marketing.

2.3 Meaning of Segmentation
Segmentation process consists of three stages: Segmenting, targeting, and positioning.
The three are popularly known as STP in marketing.
Market segmentation is the process of dividing a heterogeneous market (aggregated)
into homogeneous sub unit (segregated). Market segmentation is the identification of
portions of the market that are different from one another or share a similar set of needs.
Thus, market segmentation is the process of grouping similar consumers or business
customers together in a market segment, in which the consumers or business customers
exhibit similar requirements and buying characteristics.
According to Professor Nirmalya Kumar, “Customers within any market have similar
needs and expectations. To uncover the various segments into which customers fall, the
segmentation process identifies variables that will maximise the differences between
segments while simultaneously minimising the differences within each segment.”
Market segmentation enables the marketers to give better attention to the selection of
customers and offer an appropriate marketing mix for each chosen segment or a group
of buyers having homogenous demand. Each subdivision or segment can be selected as
a market target to be reached with a distinct marketing mix.
Definition of Market Segmentation
According to Philip Kotler, “Market segmentation is sub-dividing a market into distinct
and homogeneous subgroups of customers, where any group can conceivably be
selected as a target market to be met with distinct marketing mix”.
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According to William J. Stanton, “Market segmentation consists of taking the total
heterogeneous market for a product and dividing it into several sub-market or segments,
each of which tends to be homogeneous in full significant aspects”.
The main aim of market segmentation is to prepare separate programmes or strategies to
all segments so that maximum satisfaction to consumers of different segments may be
provided. In the words of Philip Kotler, “the purpose of market segmentation is to
determine difference among them or marketing to them.”

2.4 Importance of Market Segmentation
1. Co-Ordination of Product and Marketing Appeals – As market segmentation
presents an opportunity to understand the nature of the market, the seller can adjust
his thrust to attract the maximum number of customers by various publicity media
and appeals.
2. Better Position to Spot Marketing Opportunities – As the producer can make a
fair estimate of the volume of his sale and the possibilities of furthering his sales in
the regions where response of the customers is poor.
3. Allocation of Marketing Budget – It is on the basis of market segmentation that
marketing budget is adjusted for a particular region or locality. Specific budget can
be allocated according to different market segments.
4. Meeting the Competition Effectively – It helps the producer to face the
competition of his rivals effectively. The producer can adopt different strategies for
different markets taking into account the rival’s strategies.
5. Effective Marketing Programme – It helps the producer to adopt an effective
marketing programme and serve the consumer better at comparatively lower cost.
Diverse marketing programmes can be attached for various segments.
6. Evaluation of Marketing Activities – Market segmentation helps the
manufacturer to find out and compare the marketing potentialities of the products.
It helps to adjust production and using his resources in the most profitable manner.
As soon as the product becomes obsolete, the product line could be diversified or
discontinued.

2.5 Bases of Market Segmentation
The bases for market segmentation can be broadly classified into following groups:
1. Customer based segmentation.
2. Product related segmentation.
3. Competition related segmentation.
1. Customer Based Segmentation: Customer based segmentation further
classifies as follows :
a) Geographic Location of Customers: The starting point of all market
segmentation is the geographic location of customers. It helps the firm in
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planning the marketing offer. The common method is to classify according to
rural and urban, metro or non-metro markets. There are also other classifications
like district and block markets. We all know that here was the perception that the
rural markets are different from urban markets and naturally the product
promotion, pricing and distribution were accordingly designed to meet those
markets.
But now with the development of technology and the advent of various modes of
communication like TV, the customers in the rural areas are much exposed and
are more aware of the availability market. Today the rural customer buys the
same branded product which is purchased by urban customer.
b) Demographic Characteristics: Factors like age, sex, income, occupation,
family size, education; marital status is used singly or in combination to segment
the market.
i.

Age:Age is one of the most important factors for segmenting the market.
The market the producer should know for what age group his product
could be most suited so that he can plan his pricing policy, advertisement
policy, marketing policy and strategy accordingly.

For example, Cloth market or Garment market may be segmented on this basis
of age as –


Children between the age group of 3-12yrs



Children between the age group of 13-15yrs



Teenagers’ between the age group of 16-20yrs



Adults’ between the age group of 21-30yrs and so on

ii.

Income : The manufacturer should also bear in mind while preparing his
marketing policy, the income of the prospective buyers of his product.
Consumer’s needs, behaviour, persuasion etc. differ in different income
groups. For example, people in high-income group prefer quality of
goods, design, fashion-oriented products, etc. hence they can be
motivated on these factors. People in low-income group attract towards
low price.

iii.

Sex : Marketers may also be divided on the basis of sex i.e., male and
female. Some products are exclusively produced for women while some
others are for men. For example, Lip Stick is meant for a woman and on
the other hand Shaving cream is only meant for men.

iv.

Occupation : Occupation is also another variable in segmenting the
market. An individual’s employment does definitely affect the
consumption; different categories of segments can be identified like
doctors, consultants, entrepreneurs, lecturers etc.

v.

Education: Education of the consumer also affects the preference and
taste. The choice of literate person would obviously differ from that of an
illiterate, as a literate he would be having a lot of exposure to the outside
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worlds where as an illiterate although exist the same environment would
lack the ability to understand, when we look at all these aspects it is easy
to indicate that education plays an important role in the life of an
individual as it creates awareness about the environment, the availability
of different products in the market and awareness about their rights.
Accordingly based on education, the Indian Market can be segmented as
illiterates, literates-high school, college and university educated
vi.

Marital Status: Marital status is another demographics variable used.
The behavioural of single and married people differs. Married people are
more conservative than unmarried people.

vii.

Family Size and Structure: Markets may also be segmented on the
basis of size of family Refrigerators and cookers are produced in
different sizes to suit the needs of families of different sizes.

viii.

Psychographics Variables: No two consumers act in the same manner
though they two may be of the same age, from the same profession, same
education and have same income. Each of the customers may have
different attitudes because of personality and life-style differences.
Markets are using psychographics variables to segment their market.
For example, Citibank, Diners card, Titan Watch, Savvy has used
Psychographics variables to segment its market and distance itself from
all others, including Femina. Savvy Women is identified as the highly
liberated independent strong women, who have a definite plan in the
society and to whom career would be extremely important.

ix.

Buyer Readiness: Buyers are at different stages of readiness. People
may be unaware, people who are aware but are not interested, people
who are interested and desires to buy and those who will buy the product.
The relative proportion of buyers at different stages will affect the
marketer’s tasks.

2. Product Related Segmentation : Different customers use the same product in
different situations for example; Rasna – for parties, unexpected guests, and a
drink for quenching thirst etc. A market makes the product versatile so that it
can be used in different situation. A consumer may buy different brands of the
same product for different situations for e.g., saree for kitty party, work place.
Thus depending upon the situation, a product or a brand may be selected by the
customers. Knowing these situations marketer can plan the positioning strategy.
Another product related variable is the benefit segmentation. The marketer
identifies benefits that the customer looks for when buying a product.
3. Competition Based Segmentation : The success in marketing depends on the
number of loyal customers. Customer loyalty therefore is an important factor to
determine the competitive position of the firm.
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On the basis of brand loyalty further the market could be classified as :
i. Hard core loyal – These are the customers who buy the same brand, for
examples Newspaper readers, tea drinkers etc.
ii. Soft-core loyal – Customers who are loyal to two or three brands in a product
group, for e.g., Housewife buying toilet soap (Lux, Cinthol, Pears). The
marketers have to watch such customers and shift them to the core loyal.
iii. Switchers – Customers who never stick to a brand. This is a slipping market
segment for the marketer. The marketer has to find out why customers keep
switching from brand to brand and from the existing to the competing brand.
This can help the firm to strengthen its competitive position in the market.
The marketer should also take into amount factors like price, non-availability
of brands, indifferent habit etc.

2.6 Levels of Market Segmentation
Market Segmentations used to divide a market into small groups with similar needs or
behaviour who might require different products or marketing mixes. As a marketer, we
understand that we can’t provide all things to all people, all of the time. Buyers and
markets are complex and diverse for one simple marketing formula to adequately
address the needs of all. Market segmentation is used by the marketers to divide the
market into smaller segments that can be efficiently addressed.
There are four levels of market segmentation :
1. Mass Marketing
2. Segment Marketing
3. Niche Marketing
4. Micro Marketing

1. Mass Marketing (same product to all consumers) in mass marketing we assume
that target market is made of similar kind of consumers and we use the same product,
promotion, and distribution to all consumers. e.g. coca cola at a time. Mass
production, distribution in the bulk-and global advertisement are the advantage of
mass marketing.

2. Segment Marketing (different products to one & more segments) in segment
marketing we make an offering so they more closely match the needs of one or more
segments. We also refer it to selective marketing or differentiated marketing,
Executive class and economy class of ticketing in the airlines’ industry, Room
segmentation in hotel business are the example of segment marketing. These
products are carefully designed to meet the needs of each segment served.

3. Niche Marketing (different products to subgroups within segments) in Niche
marketing a company makes its offering to match the needs of one or more microsegments more closely where there is no, or petition or little competition. We
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can name it as concentrated marketing, firms concentrate their selling to a small
market segment or niche. Fortuner SUV is a classic example of niche marketing.
Advantages of niche marketing:
a)

High level of specialization helps in a reduction of cost

b)

Help to occupy a dominant market position within the chosen niche

c)

Creates a strong brand image

d)

No competition or little competition

4. Micro Marketing (products to suit the tastes of individuals or locations) is
marketing programs tailored to narrowly defined geographic, demographics
psychographics behavioural segments. Micro Marketing is further classified into
THREE categories :
a) Local Marketing: Local marketing involves tailoring brands and promotions to
the needs and wants of local customer groups – cities, neighbourhoods, and even
specific stores. Local marketing helps a company to market more effectively in
the face of pronounced regional and local differences in community
demographics and lifestyles.It also meets the needs of the company’s “first-line
customers” – retailers – who prefer more fine-tuned product assortments for
their neighbourhoods.
b) Individual Marketing: In the extreme, micro marketing becomes individual
marketing – tailoring products and marketing programs to the needs and
preferences of individual customers. Individual marketing has also been labelled
“markets-of-one marketing,” “customized marketing,” and “one-to-one
marketing”.
c) Mass Customization: Preparing
communication on large scale.

individually

designed

product

and

2.6 Strategies of Market Segmentation
The following three strategies are identified for market segmentation.
a) Concentrated Marketing: This strategy aims to concentrate or put all the
available resources on one segment within the total market. Here, a firm wishes
to match what it can do the best amidst the strong competitors. It intends to have
an advantage of differentiated strategy. It is done on the basis of one marketing
mix for the competitive advantage in a particular segment of market. The
various forms adopted are of high fashion and design-oriented house-ware
shops.
b) Differentiated Marketing: This strategy intends to cover the whole market for
designing different products and marketing programs for different segments of
the market. A firm makes customers to identify the brand or its name, so that
additional sales and increased customer identification can be achieved. This
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strategy is suitable for medium and large-sized firms which are operating in
many markets with a broad product line.
c) Undifferentiated Marketing: In this, a firm considers the whole market as its
target. It competes successfully using the same marketing mix. This is adopted
when a firm finds that there is no need for their segmentation. For example,
Coca-Cola, Canada Dry, Sprint, Pepsi-Cola, Campa-Cola, Thums-Up etc. Here,
all products of all organizations are targeted to all or majority of the market.

2.7 Benefits of Market Segmentation
a)

Determining market opportunities: Market segmentation enables to identify
market opportunities. The marketer can study the needs of each segment in the
light of current offerings by the competitors. From such study, the marketer can
find out the current satisfaction of customers. Segments with low level of
satisfaction from present offering may represent excellent market opportunities.
For example, customers may not be satisfied with the current offering of water
purifiers in terms of product or after-sale service. Such situation enables a
marketer to launch a new range of water purifiers and market them well.

b)

Adjustments in marketing appeals: Sellers can make best possible adjustments
of their product and marketing appeals. Instead of one marketing programme
aimed to draw in all potential buyers, sellers can create separate marketing
programmes designed to satisfy the needs of different customers. Proper
advertising and sales promotional appeals can be made depending on the target
audience.

c)

Developing marketing programmes: Companies can develop marketing
programmes and budgets based on a clearer idea of the response characteristics
of specific market segments. They can budget funds to different segments
depending on their buying response.

d)

Designing a product: Market segmentation helps in designing products that
really match the demands of the target audience. Products with high market
potential can be designed and directed to meet the satisfaction of the target
market.

e)

Media selection:It helps in selection of advertising media more intelligently and
in allocating funds to various media. The funds are allocated to various media
depending on the target audience, impact of the media, competitor advertising,
and so on.

f)

Timing of marketing efforts: It helps in setting the timings of the promotional
efforts so that more emphasis is placed during those periods when response is
likely to be at its peak. For instance, consumer goods can be heavily advertised
to Christians during Christmas season and to Hindus during Diwali time.

g)

Efficient use of resources:By tailoring marketing programme to individual
market segments, management can do a better marketing job and make more
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efficient use of the marketing resources. For example, a small firm can
effectively use its limited resources – money, sales force, etc. – in one or two
segmented markets rather than unsuccessfully aiming at a wider market.
h)

Better service to customers: Market segmentation enables a company to
concentrate its marketing efforts in a particular market area, thereby, providing
a better service to the target customers. Proper marketing segmentation can
facilitate customer satisfaction.

i)

Helps in fixing prices: The marketing segmentation also enables to fix prices of
the goods and services. Since different market segments have different price
perceptions, it is necessary to adopt different pricing strategies for the markets.
For instance, the prices for lower-income groups have to be lower and the
product and promotional efforts are adjusted accordingly.

j)

Assist in distribution strategies: Segmentation also assists in adopting suitable
distribution strategies. Different market segments may require different
distribution mix. For example, if the product is of very high quality intended to
target the upper class, then it must be distributed at prestigious outlets located
at selective places.

2.8 Summary
Principle of market segmentation is that the product and services needs of individual
customers differ. Market segmentation involves the grouping of customers together with
the aim of better satisfying their needs whilst maintaining economies of scale. It consists
of three stages and if properly executed should deliver more satisfied customers, few
direct confrontations with competitors, and better designed marketing programmes.
Segmentation depends the differentiation of market strategy and the achieve of goals
that the main important thing with segment market don’t have achieve the target, market
segmentation of different ways that the concludes are Segmentation to helps the market
to pick up the market targets and that the differentiation of main thing is bases of
segmentation they decided the all level of ages customer needs and wants. Segments
must be identifiable so that the market can determine which consumers belong to a
segment and which do not. This collection refers to the degree to which a chosen
segment is large enough to support profitably a separate marketing program. As was
noted preciously a strategy of market segmentation is costly. Thus, one must carefully
consider not only the number of customers available in a segment but also the amount
of their purchasing power.

2.9 Introduction to Targeting
A company cannot concentrate on all the segments of the market. The company can
satisfy only limited segments. The segments the company wants to serve are called the
target market, and the process of selecting the target market is referred as market
targeting. Market segmentation results into dividing total market into various segments
or parts.
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Such segments may be on the basis of consumer characteristics or product
characteristics or both. Once the market is divided into various segments, the company
has to evaluate various segments and decide how many and which ones to target. It is
simply an act or process of selecting a target market.

2.10 Meaning and Definition of Targeting
Market targeting is a process of selecting the target market from the entire market.
Target market consists of group/groups of buyers to whom the company wants to satisfy
or for whom product is manufactured, price is set, promotion efforts are made, and
distribution network is prepared.
Market targeting consists of dividing the total market into segments, evaluating these
segments in terms of concentrating on a specific group of customers within that
segment.

2.11 Procedure of Market Targeting
Market targeting procedure consists of two steps:
1. Evaluating Market Segments :
Evaluation of market segments calls for measuring suitability of segments. The
segments are evaluated with certain relevant criteria to determine their feasibility.
To determine overall attractiveness/suitability of the segment, two factors are
used:
a) Attractiveness of Segment : In order to determine attractiveness of the segment,
the company must think on characteristics/conditions which reflect its
attractiveness, such as size, profitability, measurability, accessibility, actionable,
potential for growth, scale of economy, differentiability, etc. These characteristics
help decide whether the segment is attractive.
b) Objectives and Resources of Company : The firm must consider whether the
segment suit the marketing objectives. Similarly, the firm must consider its
resource capacity. The material, technological, and human resources are taken into
account. The segment must be within resource capacity of the firm.
2. Selecting Market Segments : When the evaluation of segments is over, the
company has to decide in which market segments to enter. That is, the company
decides on which and how many segments to enter. This task is related with
selecting the target market. Target market consists of various groups of buyers to
whom company wants to sell the product; each tends to be similar in needs or
characteristics. Philip Kotler describes five alternative patterns to select the target
market. Selection of a suitable option depends on situations prevailing inside and
outside the company.
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Alternative Strategies (Methods) for Market Targeting :
Basically five alternative patterns/strategies are available.
Company may opt for any one of the following strategies for market targeting
based on the situations :
1. Single Segment Concentration : It is the simplest case. The company selects only a
single segment as target market and offers a single product. Here, product is one;
segment is one. For example, a company may select only higher income segment to
serve from various segments based on income, such as poor, middleclass, elite class,
etc. All the product items produced by the company are meant for only a single
segment.
Single segment offers some merits like :
Company can gain strong knowledge of segment’s needs and can achieve a strong
market position in the segment.
(2) Company can specialize its production, distribution, and promotion.
(3) Company, by capturing leadership in the segment, can earn higher return on its
investment.
It suffers from following demerits like :
(1) Competitor may invade the segment and can shake company’s position.
(2) Company has to pay high costs for change in fashion, habit, and attitude. Company
may not survive as risk cannot be diversified.
Mostly, company prefers to operate in more segments. Serving more segments
minimizes the degree of risk.
2. Selective Specialization : In this option, the company selects a number of segments.
A company selects several segments and sells different products to each of the
segments. Here, company selects many segments to serve them with many products.
All such segments are attractive and appropriate with firm’s objectives and
resources.
There may be little or no synergy among the segments. Every segment is capable to
promise the profits. This multi-segment coverage strategy has the advantage of
diversifying the firm’s risk. Firm can earn money from other segments if one or two
segments seem unattractive. For example, a company may concentrate on all the
income groups to serve.
3. Product Specialization : In this alternative, a company makes a specific product,
which can be sold to several segments. Here, product is one, but segments are many.
Company offers different models and varieties to meet needs of different segments.
The major benefit is that the company can build a strong reputation in the specific
product area. But, the risk is that product may be replaced by an entirely new
technology. Many ready-made garment companies prefer this strategy.
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4. Market Specialization : This strategy consists of serving many needs of a particular
segment. Here, products are many but the segment is one. The firm can gain a strong
reputation by specializing in serving the specific segment. Company provides all new
products that the group can feasibly use. But, reduced size of market, reduced
purchase capacity of the segment, or the entry of competitors with superior products
range may affect the company’s position.
5. Full Market Coverage : In this strategy, a company attempts to serve all the
customer groups with all the products they need. Here, all the needs of all the
segments are served. Only very large firm with overall capacity can undertake a full
market coverage strategy.
Methods of Full Market Coverage :
Philip Kotler identifies two broad ways for full market coverage strategy as under:
Undifferentiated Marketing : Company sells the same products to all the customer
groups. It does not consider difference among buyers. Product and marketing
programme remain common for all the segments. The firm relies on mass production,
mass distribution, and mass advertising. So, it can considerably reduce production,
distribution, and promotional costs. Similarly, reduced costs result into low price and
the price-sensitive consumers can be attracted. This method is followed by
pharmaceutical companies.
However, many experts and practicing managers have expressed strong doubts about
the strategy. It is erroneous to believe that all the segments have similar needs. It is a
rare case. Such strategy may invite competition to serve larger groups of buyers, and
smaller groups are neglected. People, in different segments, differ significantly in terms
of needs, preference, and advertising appeal.
Differentiated Marketing : Here, company operates in several segments and designs
different marketing programmes for each of the segments. Various groups of customers
are targeted by several types of products and marketing strategies. It is based on the
notion that each group needs different products. This strategy is used by the most of
automobile companies. This strategy creates more total sales, but costs of doing
business also on increase.
Following costs are likely to be higher in differentiated marketing strategy :
i. Marketing research cost
ii. Administrative costs
iii. Manufacturing costs
iv. Inventory costs
v. Promotional costs
vi. Product modification costs
Here, costs and sales both increase. So, profitability is doubtful. However, it is less
risky. Loss in one segment can be offset against profitable segments. Most of companies
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prefer this option. Thus, market targeting is an essential aspect of marketing
programme. A manager needs a lot of experience, knowledge, and expertise to take
decision on target market. The alternative to be used depends upon a large number of
internal and external variables. Careful and objective analysis of these variables can
assist in selecting target market.

2.12 Types of Targeting
1. Mass Marketing Strategy: When differences in customer needs are small or
demographics are not distinctive, a business may decide to use a mass market
strategy or ‘undifferentiated marketing’. A firm may produce only one product or
product line and promote it to all customers with a single marketing mix. The firm
ignores any segment differences and design a single product-and-marketing
programme that will appeal to the largest number of consumers. It means to offer a
single product/service/idea across different market segments. It is also known as
undifferentiated marketing.
2. Large Segment Strategy: When a market is segmented and marketing resources are
limited, the marketer may decide to pursue a large segment strategy. A mass market
may be segmented say into three core segments. One of the segments, which is large
enough and representing 50% or more of the market would be the centre of focus.
We may also call it as the Single-segment marketing. It means to concentrate
organisation’s marketing efforts on a single segment. Unfortunately there are large
risks associated with this strategy. Should the chosen segment cease to be viable the
firm would also cease to operate. Putting all the eggs into one basket can be
hazardous. For example one-hour photo has lost to digital photo camera, fax
servicing has lost to e-mail, pager has lost to mobile phones, and STD booths have
lost due to cheaper telecom services. Single market segment strategy can also be
called as ‘concentrated targeting’ strategy or ‘niche’ strategy.
3. Adjacent Segment Strategy: When a single segment focus has reached the point of
full market penetration and after a single-market segment successful, the marketer
opts for adjacent marketing strategy, a closely related segment is tackled next.
4. Multi-Segment Strategy: Market segmentation opens the door to multiple marketbased strategies and greater marketing efficiency. For example in case of a power
supplier, the segments may include domestic users, government users, commercial
establishments, factories, occasional users, etc. The power supplier would serve all
the segments at the same time. This strategy is known as multi-segmentation
strategy. All of them would require separate marketing mixes.
5. Small Segment Strategy: Although a market may provide three segment
opportunities, a business with limited resources and capabilities may decide to
compete only in the smallest segment. Such a small segment is normally ignored by
large competitors, using mass market or large segment strategies. Even businesses
with multi-segment strategy may feel ineffective to focus on such a small segment.
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6. Niche Segment Strategy: The word niche itself implies that one is targeting a
limited number of consumers or a particular set of customers. Separating a market
into 100% homogeneous segments is really difficult. Many differences will always
remain due to demographics or usage behaviour. Thus, there is always a possibility
to carve a niche within a segment to customise marketing efforts according to group
of target customers. Niche segment consists of sufficient number of customers
seeking somewhat specialised benefits from a good or service. This strategy would
avoid direct competition with larger firms who are pursuing bigger segments. This
strategy is also known as ‘Concentrated marketing’.
7. Sub-Segment Strategy: If there are meaningful differences in customer needs within
segments which are presently not being met by current market segmentation, then
there is need for possible sub-segmentation. For example, a ready food kitchen may
go in for segmentation within such segment. It may go for office delivery, food for
standing on the ground floor, and customers sitting with air-conditioned atmosphere
on the first floor. Food remains the same, but prices differ. We may call it as
‘Micromarketing’.

2.13 Selection Criteria for Targeting /Need of Targeting
There is need for targeting. There has to be match between costing and revenues.
Factors affecting needs of targeting are too many.
1. Existing market share and market homogeneity
2. Existing product expertise
3. Likelihood of production and marketing scale economies
4. Nature of competitive environment
5. The forces of marketing environment and marketing trends
6. Capability and ease of matching customer needs
7. Segment attractiveness in terms of size, structure, and growth
8. Available corporate resources
9. Anticipated profitability and market share

2.14Introduction to Positioning
Marketing positioning is the process of developing a marketing mix that puts the
product in a unique position to the targeted segments for attracting potential buyers.
Marketing positioning involves arranging for a product to occupy a clear, distinctive,
and desirable place relative to competing products in the minds of target consumers,
which is accomplished through formulating competitive positioning for a product and a
detailed marketing mix.
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2.15 Meaning and Definition of Positioning
Marketing positioning involves arranging for a product to occupy a clear, distinctive,
and desirable place relative to competing products in the minds of target consumer,
which is accomplished through formulating competitive positioning for a product and a
detailed marketing mix.

2.16 Types of Positioning in Marketing
a) Pricing: Pricing is an essential factor that impacts the decisions of most
customers. Companies with the lowest-priced products at a reasonable level of
quality usually wins in many product areas.
b) Quality: Quality can help rebuff most pricing wars. In some markets, such as
luxury cosmetics or cars, quality can define who the competitors are.
c) Differentiation: Differentiation is what sets your product or service apart from
the crowd. If your product or service is dramatically different, rivals may not pose
as much of a threat.
d) Convenience: Convenience creates an easier life for customers. From location to
usability, convenience could incorporate something like free returns and Ecommerce.
e) Customer service: Customer service emphasizes creating helpful and friendly
interactions. This can be especially critical in specific industries, such as
restaurants and banking areas.
f)

User group: This type of positioning targets a particular group of users and
explains why the company’s offerings are directly applicable and relevant to this
group.

2.17 Benefits of Positioning in Marketing
a) Create a strong competitive position : Proper positioning influences how
customers perceive your product or service relative to the competition. When you
create a positive image of your product/ service in the customers’ minds, you’re
likely to enjoy an ongoing market advantage. By doing this, you can claim your
position in the competitive landscape, which helps you a lot to stay ahead of the
curve.
b) Improve sales : One of the main goals of any business is to improve sales and
revenue. By having a more relevant offering and communicating it more
effectively, your company may be able to penetrate a new market, which can
translate into new clients and additional sales.
c) Define a clearer target market : Positioning in marketing allows you to claim a
specific feature or benefit and focus your products/ services accordingly so that you
appear as an expert in the services. As a result, your value to prospects will increase
significantly.
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d) Make more effective decisions : Once you have the core message that ensures
successful positioning strategies, you’ll be in a position to make more effective
decisions throughout the process. Clear positioning in marketing also drives
effective communication, provides healthier and stronger relationships with
customers.
e) Connect to consumer needs : Through positioning in marketing, companies have
an opportunity to communicate the critical benefits that their product/ service
offers. It not only helps to energize the product but also connects it to the specific
customer that needs it.

2.18 Steps to Create an Effective Positioning Strategy
Step 1. Find your current position : Are you currently marketing your own product or
service just like another item on the market, or are you marketing it as something
distinctive?
Your current position in the market gives you essential insight into where to go next.
You should understand your current position to analyse your competition further.
Think about the following few questions to state your current position in the market:


What does your brand stand for?



Who are your target consumers?



What are your mission and vision?



What makes you stand out from the rest of the market?



What customers’ pain points that your brand can solve?

Step 2. Analyse your competitors : After understanding yourself, it’s vital to analyse
your competition by performing competitor analysis. Why?
Because you need to see who you are up against to conduct competitor research. It will
help you decide what you can do better to gain an edge.
There are many methods for determining your competition, including:


Conduct market research. Do a quick search using relevant keywords and see
which companies are listed. Or, you can ask your sales team what rivals come up
during the sales process.



Use customer feedback. Ask your consumers which businesses or products make
them consider before choosing yours.



Take advantage of social media channels. Many free platforms allow users to
ask questions about products and services. Search these communities and forums
to explore competitors in your niche.

Once you have identified who your competitors are, it’s high time to do in-depth
competitor research. The ultimate goal is to see how your competition is positioning
their brand. So, your research should include :


Products or services your competitors offer
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Their strengths and weaknesses



Marketing strategies they are using successfully



Their position in the current market

Step 3. Develop your unique position : Building a unique position is all about determining
what makes you different and what works best for your business.

Chances are, after conducting competitor research, you’ll begin to see something. You
can realize some businesses that have the same strong and weak points. When you
compare your product or service to theirs, you might find one of their weaknesses is
your strength.
This is exactly what makes your position unique, and it becomes the perfect starting
point for positioning your brand in the market. Remember to note your unique offerings
as you compare and dive deep to see what you do better than anyone else.
Step 4. Create a positioning statement : A positioning statement is necessary because
this one-or-two-sentence statement declares your brand’s uniqueness to your customers
in relation to your main competitors.
Some experts recommend answering these questions before creating your positioning
statement :


Who is your target audience?



What is your product or service category?



What is the greatest benefit of your product or service?



What is the proof of that benefit?

For example, let’s look at Amazon’s positioning statement: “Our vision is to be the
earth’s most customer-centric company; to build a place where people can come to find
and discover anything they might want to buy online.”
Amazon sells a wide range of products for everyone, although incredibly broad, which
is their greatest benefit. And what about the proof? It’s all online.
Step 5. Create your tagline : Once you craft a strong positioning statement, you can
create a tagline, or better known as a slogan, for using externally for potential customer
messaging. Instead of the positioning statement, it is a shorter and more condensed
version of what you want your customers to know.
For instance, here are some well-known taglines for your reference:


L’Oreal: “Because you’re worth it.”



Nike: “Just do it.”



Target: “Expect more. Pay less.”



Home Depot: “You can do it. We can help.”



Southwest Airlines: “The short-haul, no-frills, and low-priced airline.”
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By doing that, you can easily use it in other marketing efforts to get your business point
across, much more effectively than a longer and detailed positioning statement.
Step 6. Test your marketing positioning : Nothing should be left to chance, especially
when it comes to your positioning statement. Once it is created, you should spend time
testing, experimenting, and gathering feedback from your consumers on whether or not
your positioning achieves its goal.
Testing should feature a blend of quantitative and qualitative research, from surveys and
polls to focus groups and in-depth interviews. Based on these tests’ findings, you can
finally solidify your positioning in marketing and adjust your marketing efforts, if
necessary!

2.19 Summary
Market targeting is a process of selecting the target market from the entire market. It is
a process of careful identification of target markets and developing suitable startegies to
make the offering attractive in the perceptual space in the mind of the customers. But
the whole process has to be done in a methodological manner . Then comes positioning
which is the challenge to make the brand to the minds of customer, of course for this
one has to identify the current position of the brand and future potential of it .For this it
is important to know the use of the brand for the customers, its standing in the market
and overall importance it carries in their minds.

2.20Check Your Progress
1.What do you mean by Targeting?
2.What are the positioning strategies?
3.What do you mean by positioning?
4.Distinguish between differentiated and undifferentiated marketing.
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Unit -3
Market Innovation and Competitive Differentiation
Structure :
3.1 Learning objectives
3.2 Introduction
3.3 Meaning of Market Innovation
3.4 Advantages of Market Innovation
3.5 Trends In Marketing Innovation
3.6 6 steps: How market innovation works
3.7 Competitive differentiation: Introduction
3.8 Meaning of Competitive differentiation
3.9 Factors to Consider for Differentiation
3.10 Types of Competitive Differentiation
3.11 Summary
3.12 Check your progress
3.13 Further Reading

3.1 Learning Objectives
This unit aims at providing basic understanding about the market innovation and
competitive differentiation.
After reading this unit, you should be able to answer the following questions:
 What do you mean Market Innovation?
 How market innovation works?
 What do you mean by Competitive differentiation?
 What are the types of competitive differentiation?

3.2 Introduction
Marketing innovations are aimed at better addressing customer needs, opening up new
markets, or newly positioning a firm’s product on the market, with the objective of
increasing the firm’s sales.
The distinguishing feature of a marketing innovation compared to other changes in a
firm's marketing instruments is the implementation of a marketing method not
previously used by the firm. It must be part of a new marketing concept or strategy that
represents a significant departure from the firm’s existing marketing methods. The new
marketing method can either be developed by the innovating firm or adopted from other
firms or organisations. New marketing methods can be implemented for both new and
existing products.
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3.3 Meaning of Market Innovation
The term innovation derives from the Latin word innovatus, which is the noun form of
innovate "to renew or change," stemming from in-"into" + novus-"new". Although the
term is broadly used, innovation generally refers to the creation of better or more
effective products, processes, technologies, or ideas that affect markets, governments,
and society. Innovation differs from invention or renovation in that innovation generally
signifies a substantial change compared to entirely new or incremental changes.
Marketing innovations are aimed at better addressing customer needs, opening up new
markets, or newly positioning a firm’s product on the market, with the objective of
increasing the firm’s sales. The distinguishing feature of a marketing innovation
compared to other changes in a firm's marketing instruments is the implementation of a
marketing method not previously used by the firm. It must be part of a new marketing
concept or strategy that represents a significant departure from the firm’s existing
marketing methods. The new marketing method can either be developed by the
innovating firm or adopted from other firms or organizations. New marketing methods
can be implemented for both new and existing products.
Innovation is an iterative process initiated by the perception of a problem or unmet
customers’ needs which leads to the development, production, and marketing of an
offering addressing this opportunity. Innovation, therefore, includes not only market
research, but also invention, production development, commercialisation, and
subsequent product adaptation and upgrading.
A marketing innovation is the implementation of a new marketing method involving
significant changes in product design or packaging, product placement, product
promotion or pricing.

3.4 Advantages of Market Innovation
The advantages that your company derives from a market innovation are very
individual. Generally speaking, you benefit fourfold from this:
i.

New growth opportunities: if your company is only active in one area, then
economic survival depends very much on the development of this sector. If you are
active in several sectors of the economy, you minimize your entrepreneurial risk.
Because even if an industry is weakening, you can still count on others to grow or
even boom. If you have a foothold in several industries, you can also balance
seasonal fluctuations and make optimum use of your company's capacity.

ii.

New partners: In new industries you will meet new potential partners. This often
results in opportunities to use your technology together with others in other fields
of application. A successful market innovation can therefore also be the first step
towards further innovation projects.

iii.

Low cost: A product innovation is usually associated with high costs because you
have to develop something new. However, you don't have to invent anything for a
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market innovation. At best, some adaptations of your technology are necessary.
This advantage always depends on the project. Generally speaking, however,
market innovations are associated with lower costs than product innovations.

3.5 Trends in Marketing Innovation
i. Authenticity : Authenticity, honesty, ‘realness’ should have been at the top of this
list for the past 10 years – but it seems as if it is actually breaking through now. Too
many great examples of how companies enhanced their image and standing with
either the general public or a relevant group of advocates have emanated recently –
Scobleizer has probably generated billions worth of goodwill for Microsoft.
ii. Net Promoter Scores : Sell your shares in market research agencies – their
extensive research methods will go the way of the dinosaurs. Turns out, it all comes
down to one question: "On a scale of 0 to 10, how likely are you to recommend
brand/product X to someone else?" As the results of this research can be directly
tied to revenue growth, instead of intangible (and not-boardroom safe) fuzzies like
brand recognition, watch the corporate world being taken by storm by NPS,
following the likes of GE and Philips.
iii. Buzz tracking : `What’s being said about me? Why is nobody talking about me?
These are becoming core issues for every company. With the advent of ever better
tracking tools for online conversations, it’s becoming indispensable to listen into
those conversations, be it to monitor bad things happening out there so you can
jump in and call corporate 911, or to find out that nobody really cares about you
(which is actually even worse).
iv. From segmentation to insights : ‘Hey Cathy, I know you have a long distance
relationship and are working only part-time to care for your newborn baby (which
by the way has done it for your disposable income, for good), but I will still treat
you the same as two years ago, when you were a job-starting, free-spending party
animal. After all, you are still a 25-29 year old highly educated urban single female,
aren’t you?’
v. Green : It may be a cynical choice by many companies, but green awareness is the
trend-du-jour. If even Wal-Mart is starting to promote eco-friendliness, where will
it stop? As there is a lot of revenue waiting in this market – be it from selling ecofriendly goods at marked-up margins, or actually providing eco technology, this
one won't go away.
vi. Grey : Marketers the world over are waking up to the fact that the older
demographic is a major opportunity – and needs to be addressed in a different way
then the 18-34 year olds. Mind you, different doesn’t mean being patronizing and
playing on old age. We’re talking people who went to Woodstock and did all kinds
of naughty things in their youth – don’t talk to them as if they are senile.
vii. Co-creation : The lazy developers dream – let your customers come up with your
products for you. The power of harnessing your customers’ insights is amazing.
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Once again you are connecting directly to the insights, wishes and beliefs of your
customers, ensuring that you will hit a home-run with the rest of the world too.
viii. Experimentational budgets : Following the leaders like Unilever, P&G and
Heineken, marketers realize that they will have to set a portion of their marketing
budgets aside for well structured experiments. Developments in the digital domain
are so fast and furious it’s not always possible to wait for full understanding. By
experimenting in a controlled way companies can get insights at very attractive cost
– and sometimes even strike gold.
ix. The Return of the Soap : As the consumer’s aversion to traditional 30” spots is
starting to hurt, TV channels and advertisers alike have to look for different models.
Product placement and branded entertainment are starting to take up a serious
position in their portfolios. A major advantage is that the convergence of TV and
online is almost built into this model, as there are far less objections to the redistribution of branded content throughout the internet then with traditional
advertising-funded models.
x. More CGA : Not only developers have their lazy-dream, marketers too: Consumer
Generated Advertising. Let your customers not only be your Promoters, but
actually make your advertising for you. As this advertising will always be based on
what they REALLY love about you, it’s sure to strike home with other consumers.

3.6 6 Steps : How Market Innovation Works
Essentially, there are six steps you can take to implement a market innovation:
1) What can your company really do?
At the beginning, it is important to get a precise picture of your own portfolio and
technologies. It is helpful to abstract the function, benefits and properties of your
products. With this abstraction to the fundamental functions of your products, you will
automatically leave the silo in which your company operates. You should also seek
external help with this step. This is because external experts may discover completely
new fields of application for your products, your technologies and your know-how. This
is because external partners are not so strongly focused on previously used applications
as you and your employees are.
2) Which industries need your skills?
The list of your competences and the basic functions of your products can now be
compared with the LEAD Transfer database. LEAD Innovation has developed this
internal competence database using the scientific method "Technological Competence
Leveraging". The database helps to find branches in which very specific competences
are needed. It is based on the Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) and
contains information such as technical processes, products with their most relevant
properties, customer benefits that companies should generate or generate, as well as
sales and logistics processes. This comparison shows you which industries basically use
and demand the competences that your company possesses.
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3) Which commitments can pay off?
If you have found different industries in which your competencies are relevant, you
should check which one of them is economically profitable. This step does not only
include a market analysis in terms of size, competitors, entry barriers and customers. A
large-scale telephone search within the relevant industries shows whether the
competencies could cover not only current but also future needs.
4) What role could your company play in a new industry?
As soon as you have discovered sectors in which an engagement pays off economically,
you should consider a concrete entry scenario. What happens if you enter this market
with your products or technologies? How would your potential competitors, who use
products with similar basic functions but different technology, react? Which companies
could you work with? What place would your company occupy in the value chain?
Which trends are relevant for you and your technology in the respective industry? In
this phase, you also consider who to contact to discuss all these issues. Or which
partners you would like to venture into the market together with.
5) What are the specific opportunities and risks?
Now you will have concrete discussions with industry representatives, early adopters
and potential partners and discuss your plans together. These discussions give rise to
opportunities and risks for possible market entry. You will find out whether the
problems that your technology solves in the specific industry are actually relevant.
These discussions will also help you decide whether you want to enter the market alone
or with a partner.
6) Go or No-Go decision
In the end, you analyse all the information from the previous steps and make the
decision to venture a commitment or not. Although the process has shown that several
industries may need your technologies, it is advisable to focus on the most lucrative
ones. Even if you have clarified many questions beforehand, entering a new market is
still associated with a certain degree of uncertainty. Entering multiple markets that are
still unknown to your company could therefore tie up too many resources.

3.7 Competitive Differentiation : Introduction
Competitive differentiation is how a company’s product or service is distinct from what
its competitors offer. It is based on what customers value, such as functionality, brand,
pricing, or customer service. The role of marketing is to make sure that potential buyers
understand what sets an offering apart. This is how companies attract, acquire, and
retain customers.
In order to make an offering compelling in the marketplace, an organization must
clearly articulate to consumers the benefits of a product, service or brand and contrast
its unique qualities with other competing products. The goal of competitive
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differentiation is to have the customer perceive an organization's offering as being
superior when compared to other similar offerings.

3.8 Meaning of Competitive Differentiation
Competitive differentiation is a strategic positioning tactic an organization can
undertake to set its products, services and brands apart from those of its competitors.
Differentiation can be achieved through packaging, marketing campaigns and aftermarket product support. Start - up companies often develop products or services in
niche markets in order to competitively differentiate themselves around a specific
consumer need. A positioning statement can provide a basis for competitive
differentiation, defining specific advantages a particular offering provides.

3.9 Factors to Consider for Differentiation
i. Valuable : the perceived benefit exceeds the cost
ii. Important : delivers a benefit critical to success
iii. Distinctive : unique or offered in a distinctive way
iv. Superior : better technology, faster
v. Emotional : ties to a core emotion — love, hate, desire
vi. Communicates : understood and visible
vii. Preemptive : cannot be easily copied
viii. Affordable : customers can pay the higher price
ix. Profitable : contribution (margin times volume) exceeds cost of difference

3.10 Types of Competitive Differentiation
Differentiation allows you to provide superior value to customers at an affordable price,
creating a win-win scenario that can boost the overall profitability and viability of your
business. Our research indicates there are six primary ways to differentiate, including
product, service, channels of distribution, relationships, reputation/image, and price.
However, not all differentiation strategies are equally effective, and some methods may
be more important to invest in than others in order to stand out from the competition.
Read on to learn more about these different strategies and the key advantages and
disadvantages associated with each one.
1. Product Differentiation : Product differentiation is probably the most visible.
It includes actual physical and perceived differences, of which the latter can be
acquired through advertising. Product differentiation may take the form of features,
performance, efficacy (or the ability of the product to do what it is purported to do),
meeting specifications, or a number of other criteria. This is the general area that
most B2B marketers — and probably most consumer marketers as well — spend the
majority of their time and dollars.
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The problem, though, is that product differentiation is short-lived. It is remarkably easy
to duplicate almost any product innovation. Of course, the western world has a
sophisticated intellectual property rights ethic and legal system that provides copyright
and patent protection. From a practical standpoint, though, these do not present
challenges. In fact, many businesses choose strategically not to patent since it tells
competitors exactly how to duplicate the advantage. At best, a product innovation is
protected for the life of the patent. At worst, when a patent does not exist, anyone with
enough capital to buy a machine may be a competitor in a matter of days or weeks.
2. Service Differentiation : Differentiation of service includes not only delivery and
customer service, but all other supporting elements of a business such as training,
installation, and ease of ordering. To many, these seem like the simple components
of a business — the blocking and tackling or the foundational elements that do not
require sophistication. But think about a business like McDonald’s. Like their Big
Mac or not, they know how to differentiate on service. With very few exceptions,
you will get the same product and the same service at a McDonald’s in Texas that
you will get in Georgia, Connecticut, or California. And in each location, the fries
will be cooked the same, have the same amount of salt, and be served up equally as
fresh from the fryer.
3. Distribution Differentiation : Channels of distribution can also be an effective
means of differentiation. Distribution can provide coverage or availability,
immediate access to expertise, and greater ease of ordering, and higher levels of
customer or technical service.
For many manufacturers facing a fragmented market, it is not feasible to reach the end
user without the distribution function. Building materials, for example, have to
somehow move from factory plant to contractor. Such products typically move through
two stages of distribution including master distributors, specialty dealers, and retailers.
With sufficient support — that is training, joint sales calls, supporting literature, lead
sharing, etc. — a distributor can become a staunch ally and partner of the manufacturer.
Even in a non-exclusive relationship, a committed distributor can create advantage
through joint promotions, bundling, warranty and service support, and technical service.
It is time-consuming and extremely expensive for a competitor to pre-empt or duplicate
this level of differentiation.

Supplier

Manufacturer

Distributor

Retailer

End
User

Figure 1: Channels of distribution
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4. Relationship Differentiation : An often overlooked means of differentiation is
through company personnel. Employees, associates, or team members with customer
interface can provide and demonstrate competence, courtesy, credibility, reliability,
and responsiveness. Responsible for executing day-to-day client-facing
communication, they are the linkage between the product and customer. If that
linkage breaks down, the business is destroyed.
In many businesses, the sales representative, CSR, or the technical service
representative becomes a trusted member of the customer’s team, ensuring that the
product is delivered on time and works as it is supposed to, while resolving any
issues quickly and accurately. Performance like this creates emotional bonds between
the vendor and customer.
This avenue of differentiation is closely related to service, but focuses specifically on
the people. Customers want to conduct business with people, not an institution.
Building this relationship takes time, but establishes a highly differentiated position.
5. Image/Reputation Differentiation : Some businesses set themselves apart by their
image either as part of another differentiation avenue or as a separate strategic path.
Normally, image is created by other forms of differentiation such as high levels of
service, superior product quality, or performance.
Image is controlled and managed by symbols used in communications, advertising,
and all types of media — written, digital, and audio, as well as the atmosphere of the
physical place where customers encounter the business. This is not limited to retail
businesses only.
An image or reputation can be a daunting hurdle for potential new entrants. DuPont,
for example, generally has a strong image as a technical powerhouse in almost all
markets in which they participate. The company employs a large number of
engineers, scientists, and product development experts. Their sales reps often have a
strong technical education or background, and their products are positioned as being
leading edge. Milliken and Company has a similar image. For the potential new startup wishing to compete against such a juggernaut, often the only option is a type of
guerilla warfare.
Brand does not automatically differentiate a company from its competitors. The
brand has to stand for something, be recognized by the target audience, and
communicate something unique and different from the competition. That takes a
large marketing budget to pull off successfully. It is understood that it takes seven
repetitions of any message to even be heard. Branding is much more than just
creating a logo. It is the ongoing communication of your value proposition in a
meaningful and effective way.
With a small marketing budget, the smartest, most effective strategy is to move away
from a branding strategy and towards a customer-driven strategy. Pick a handful of
customers that can drive the success of your business. That could be anywhere from
3 to 4 or 15 to 20, but it is not hundreds. Then focus all of your budget on these
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companies. Give them exactly what they want, and do it better than anyone else can.
You will increase your share of their business, and they will become loyal advocates
and promoters of your business.
6. Price Differentiation : Successfully competing on price requires recognition that
every customer has a different price they would be willing to pay for your product.
Segmentation and differentiation allows a business to come close to maximizing the
potential revenue by offering each segment a differentiated product at a different
price.
Price differentiation (or discrimination) recognizes that the value of goods is a
subjective reality, which varies by customer, use occasion, and operating environment.
In the B2B world, most prices are subject to some kind of negotiation, and some
customers are prepared to pay more than the prevailing market price. In short, price
discrimination allows a business to capture consumer surplus — the difference between
the amount consumers are willing to pay for a good or service and the amount that they
actually pay.

3.11 Summary
This chapter explains generic business-level strategies that executives select to keep
their firms competitive. Executives must select their firm’s source of competitive
advantage by choosing to compete based on low-cost versus more expensive features
that differentiate their firm from competitors. In addition, targeting either a narrow or
broad market helps firms further understand their customer base. Based on these
choices, firms will follow cost leadership, differentiation, focused cost leadership, or
focused differentiation strategies. Another potentially viable business strategy, best cost,
exists when firms offer relatively low prices while still managing to differentiate their
goods or services on some important value-added aspects. All firms can fall victim to
being “stuck in the middle” by not offering unique features or competitive prices.

3.12 Check Your Progress
1. What do you mean by market innovation? What are it advantages?
2. What are the trends in market innovation?
3. What do you mean by Competitive Differentiation? What are the types of
Competitive Differentiation?
4. What are the factors that should be considered for differentiation?

3.13 Further Reading / References
 https://stats.oecd.org/glossary/detail.asp?ID=6871
 file:///C:/Users/DELL/Downloads/PurchaseVolery2020Marketinginnovationasyste
maticreview.pdf
 https://www.lead-innovation.com/english-blog/market-innovation-works
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 https://www.iosrjournals.org/iosr-jbm/papers/ncibppte-volume-2/1109.pdf
 https://searchcio.techtarget.com/definition/competitive-differentiation
 https://www.aha.io/roadmapping/guide/marketing-strategy/what-is-competitivedifferentiation
 https://blog.marketresearch.com/6-ways-to-differentiate-your-business-from-thecompetition
 https://saylordotorg.github.io/text_mastering-strategic-management/s09-07conclusion.html
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Unit -4
Competitive Advantage and Value Chain Analysis
Structure :
4.0 Learning Objectives
4.1 Introduction
4.2 Meaning of Competitive advantage
4.3 Model of Competitive Advantage
4.4 Porter’s generic strategies
4.5 Meaning of Value Chain Analysis
4.6 Porter’s Value Chain Model
4.7 Benefits of Value Chain Analysis
4.8 Using the tool
4.9 How to conduct a Value Chain Analysis
4.10 Summary
4.11 Check Your Progress
4.12 Further Reading

4.1 Introduction
A company is said to have a competitive advantage when it has developed a method of
providing the same benefits as a competitor, but at a lower cost, or when it can offer
additional benefits at the same cost as a competitor. The two types of competitive
advantage are: cost advantage or differentiation advantage. Developed by Michael
Porter in the mid 1980’s, this theory outlines the two ways that a company can move
ahead within an industry.
In order to maintain a competitive advantage, a company must have resources and
capabilities that exceed those of the competition. Resources can include
skills, patents and trademarks, an established customer base or brand equity.
Capabilities include the ability to produce materials faster than the competition or a
highly developed distribution process. By maximizing the resources and capabilities a
company has, they can develop a competitive advantage over other companies.
This is done through either a cost advantage – offering services for a lower cost than
other companies, or a differentiation advantage – maximizing the capabilities of the
company to create a unique opportunity. Establishing a strategy that uses the advantages
a company has will be a key indicator of superior performance by the company.
According to Porter, by utilizing the resources that a company already possesses, it is in
a unique position to capitalize on the industry and move ahead of the competition.
Through careful structure and strategy, a company can claim the advantage and
maintain an edge over rivals. By focusing on that advantage, the company can maintain
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the lead and continue to generate opportunities for growth and development. This is
essential for companies that wish to survive in the marketplace, as well as for
companies that wish to expand into other market areas. Identifying the potential for
competitive advantage will provide guidance to the company that wishes to pull ahead
of the competition and establish a company as a leader – regardless of the industry.

4.2 Meaning of Competitive Advantage
Competitive advantage refers to factors that allow a company to produce goods or
services better or more cheaply than its rivals. These factors allow the productive entity
to generate more sales or superior margins compared to its market rivals. Competitive
advantages are attributed to a variety of factors including cost structure, branding, the
quality of product offerings, the distribution network, intellectual property, and
customer service.
A competitive advantage exists when the firm is able to deliver the same benefits as
competitors but at a lower cost (cost advantage), or deliver benefits that exceed those
of competing products (differentiation advantage). Thus, a competitive advantage
enables the firm to create superior value for its customers and superior profits for itself.
Cost and differentiation advantage are known as positional advantage since they
describe the firm’s position in the industry as a leader in either cost or differentiation.

4.3 Model of Competitive Advantage
A resource-based view emphasizes that a firm utilizes its resources and capabilities to
create a competitive advantage that ultimately results in superior value creation. The
following diagram combines the resource-based and positioning views to illustrate the
concept of competitive advantage.
A Model of Competitive Advantage
Resources
Cost Advantage
Distinctive
Competencies

Or

Value
Creation

Differentiation Advantage

Capabilities

Resources and capabilities : According to the resource-basedview, in order to
developa competitive advantage the firm must have resources and capabilities that are
superior to those of its competitors. Without this superiority, the competitors simply
could replicate what the firm was doing and any advantage quickly would disappear.
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Resources are the firm-specific assets useful for creating a cost or differentiation
advantage and that few competitors can acquire easily. The following are some
examples of such resources:
 Patents and trademarks
 Proprietary know-how
 Installed customer base
 Reputation of the firm
 Brand equity
Capabilities refer to the firm’s ability to utilize its resources effectively. An example of
a capability is the ability to bring a product to market faster than competitors. Such
capabilities are embedded in the routines of the organisation and are not easily
documented as procedures and thus are difficult for competitors to replicate.
The firm’s resources and capabilities together form its distinctive competencies. These
competencies enable innovation, efficiency, quality and customer responsive, all of
which can be leveraged to create a cost advantage or a differentiation advantage.
Cost advantage and differentiation advantage : Competitive advantage is created by
using resources and capabilities to achieve either a lower cost or a differentiated
product. A firm positions itself in its industry through its choice of low cost or
differentiation. This decision is a central component of the firm’s competitive strategy.
Another important decision is how broad or narrow a market segment to target. Porter
formed a matrix using cost advantage, differentiation advantage, and a broad or narrow
focus to identify a set of generic strategies that the firm can pursue to create and sustain
a competitive advantage.
Value creation : The firm creates value by performing a series of activities that Porter
identifies as the value chain. In addition to the firm’s own value-creating, the firm
operates in a value system of vertical activities including those of upstream suppliers
and downstream channel members.
To achieve a competitive advantage, the firm must perform one or more value creating
activities in a way that creates more overall value than do competitors. Superiors value
is created through lower costs or superior benefits to the consumer (differentiation) .

4.4 Porter’s Generic Strategies
The main challenge for business strategy is to find a way of achieving a sustainable
competitive advantage over the other competing products and firms in a market.
A competitive advantage is an advantage over competitors gained by offering
consumers greater value, either by means of lower prices or by providing greater
benefits and service that justifies higher prices.
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Porter suggested four “generic“business strategies that could be adopted in order to gain
competitive advantage. The strategies relate to the extent to which the scope of the
business’ activities are narrow versus broad and the extent to which a business seeks to
differentiate its products.
The strategies that Porter suggested are appropriate to seek competitive advantage are
summarised in the figure below:
Market where business compete

Cost
Leadership

Differentiation
Leadership

Cost
Focus

Differentiation
Focus

The differentiation and cost leadership strategies seek competitive advantage ina broad
range of market or industry segment.
By contrast, the differentiation focus and cost focus strategies are adopted in a narrow
market or industry.
Cost leadership : with thisstrategy, the objective is to become the lowest-cost
producer in the industry. The traditional method to achieve this objective is to
produce on a large scale which enables the business to exploit economies of scale.
Why is cost leadership potentially so important? Many (perhaps all) market segments in
the industry are supplied with the emphasis placed on minimising costs. If the achieved
selling price can at least equal (or near) the average for the market, then the lowest-cost
producer will (in theory) enjoy the best profits. This strategy is usually associated with
large-scale businesses offering “standard” products with relatively little differentiation
that are readily acceptable to the majority of customers.
Occasionally, a low-cost leader will also discount its product to maximise sales,
particularly if it has a significant cost advantage over the competition and, in doing so it
can further increase its market share.
A strategy of cost leadership requires close co-operation between all the functional areas
of a business. To be the lowest-cost producer, a firm is likely to achieve or use several
of the following :
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High levels of productivity



High capacity utilisation



Use of bargaining power to negotiate the lowest prices for production inputs.



Lean products methods (e.g. JIT)



Effective use of technology in the production process.



Access to the most effective distribution channels.

Differentiation focus : Inthe differentiation focus strategy, a businessaims to
differentiate within just one or a small number of target market segments. The
special customer needs of the segment mean that there are opportunities to provide
products that are clearly different from competitors who may be targeting a broader
group of customers.
The important issue for any business adopting this strategy is to ensure that customers
really do have different needs and wants - in other words that there is a valid basis for
differentiation – and that existing competitor products are not meeting those needs and
wants.
Differentiation focus is the classic niche marketing strategy. Many small businesses are
able to establish themselves in a niche market segment using this strategy, achieving
higher prices than un-differentiated products through specialist expertise or other ways
to add value for customers.
There are many successful examples of differentiation focus. A good one is Tyrrells
Crisps which focused on the smaller hand-fried, premium segment of the crisp industry.
Differentiation leadership : with differentiation leadership, the business targets much
larger markets and aims to achieve competitive advantage across the whole of an
industry.
This strategy involves selecting one or more criteria used by buyers in a market- and
then positioning the business uniquely to meet those criteria. This strategy is usually
associated with charging a premium price for the product- often to reflect the higher
production costs and extra value-added features provided for the consumer.
Differentiation is about charging a premium price that are more than covers the
additional production costs, and about giving customers clear reasons to prefer the
product over, less differentiated products.
There are several ways in which this can be achieved, though it is not easy and it
requires substantial and sustained marketing investment. The methods include:
 Superior product quality (features, benefits, durability, reliability)


Branding (strong customer recognition & desire; brand loyalty)



Industry-wide distribution across all major channels (i.e. the product or brand is
an essential item to be stocked by retailers)
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Consistent promotional support – often dominated by advertising, sponsorship
etc.

Great examples of a differentiation leadership include global brands like Nike and
Mercedes. These brands achieve significant economies of scale, but they do not rely on
a cost leadership strategy to compete. Their business and brands are built on persuading
customer to become brand loyal and paying a premium for their products.

4.6 Meaning of Value Chain Analysis
Value chain analysis is a way to visually analyse a company's business activities to
see how the company can create a competitive advantage for itself. Value chain
analysis helps a company understands how it adds value to something and
subsequently how it can sell its product or service for more than the cost of adding the
value, thereby generating a profit margin. In other words, if they are run efficiently the
value obtained should exceed the costs of running them i.e. customers should return to
the organisation and transact freely and willingly.
The term value chain refers to the various business activities and processes involved in
creating a product or performing a service. A value chain can consist of multiple stages
of a product or service’s lifecycle, including research and development, sales, and
everything in between.

4.7 Porter’s Value Chain Model
Michael Porter introduced the generic value chain model in 1985. Value chain
represents all the internal activities a firm engages in to produce goods and services. VC
is formed of primary activities that add value to the final product directly and support
activities that add value indirectly.
Porter’s Value Chain Model
Primary Activities
Inbound
Logistics

Operations

Outbound Logistics

Marketing

Service

& Sales

Firm Infrastructure

Human Resource Management

Procurement

Technology

P
R
O
F
I

Support Activities :
Although, primary activities add value directly to the production process, they are not
necessarily more important than support activities. Nowadays, competitive advantage
mainly derives from technological improvements or innovations in business models or
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processes. Therefore, such support activities as ‘information systems’, ‘R&D’ or
‘general management’ are usually the most important source of differentiation
advantage. On the other hand, primary activities are usually the source of cost
advantage, where costs can be easily identified for each activity and properly managed.
When an organization applies the value chain concept to its own activities, it is called a
value chain analysis.
Primary Activities :
Primary activities contribute to a product or service's physical creation, sale,
maintenance and support. These activities include the following:


Inbound operations : The internal handling and management of resources coming
from outside sources -- such as external vendors and other supply chain sources.
These outside resources flowing in are called "inputs" and may include raw
materials.



Operations : Activities and processes that transform inputs into "outputs" -- the
product or service being sold by the business that flow out to customers. These
"outputs" are the core products that can be sold for a higher price than the cost of
materials and production to create a profit.



Outbound logistics : The delivery of outputs to customers. Processes involve
systems for storage, collection and distribution to customers. This includes
managing a company's internal systems and external systems from customer
organizations.



Marketing and sales : Activities such as advertising and brand-building, which
seek to increase visibility, reach a marketing audience and communicate why a
consumer should purchase a product or service.



Service : Activities such as customer service and product support, which reinforce
a long-term relationship with the customers who have purchased a product or
service.

As management issues and inefficiencies are relatively easy to identify here, wellmanaged primary activities are often the source of a business's cost advantage. This
means the business can produce a product or service at a lower cost than its competitors.
Secondary activities : The following secondary activities support the various primary
activities:


Procurement and purchasing. Finding new external vendors, maintaining vendor
relationships, and negotiating prices and other activities related to bringing in the
necessary materials and resources used to build a product or service.



Human resource management. The management of human capital. This includes
functions such as hiring, training, building and maintaining an organizational
culture; and maintaining positive employee relationships.
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Technology development. Activities such as research and development, IT
management and cybersecurity that build and maintain an organization's use of
technology.



Company infrastructure. Necessary company activities such as legal, general
management, administrative, accounting, finance, public relations and quality
assurance.

4.8 Benefits Of Value Chains
The value chain framework helps organizations understand and evaluate sources of
positive and negative cost efficiency. Conducting a value chain analysis can help
businesses in the following ways :


Support decisions for various business activities.



Diagnose points of ineffectiveness for corrective action.



Understand linkages and dependencies between different activities and areas in the
business. For example, issues in human resources management and technology can
permeate nearly all business activities.



Optimize activities to maximize output and minimize organizational expenses.



Potentially create a cost advantage over competitors.



Understand core competencies and areas of improvement.

A value chain analysis can offer important benefits; however, when emphasizing
granular process details in a value chain, it's important to still give proper attention to an
organization's broader strategy.

4.9 Using the Tool
There are two different approaches on how to perform the analysis, which depend on
what type of competitive advantage a company wants to create (cost or differentiation
advantage). The table below lists all the steps needed to achieve cost or differentiation
advantage using VCA.
I. Cost advantage : To gain cost advantage a firm has to go through 5 analysis steps :
Step 1. Identify the firm’s primary and support activities. All the activities (from
receiving and storing materials to marketing, selling and after sales support) that are
undertaken to produce goods or services have to be clearly identified and separated
from each other. This requires an adequate knowledge of company’s operations because
value chain activities are not organized in the same way as the company itself. The
managers who identify value chain activities have to look into how work is done to
deliver customer value.
Step 2. Establish the relative importance of each activity in the total cost of the
product. The total costs of producing a product or service must be broken down and
assigned to each activity. Activity based costing is used to calculate costs for each
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process. Activities that are the major sources of cost or done inefficiently (when
benchmarked against competitors) must be addressed first.
Step 3. Identify cost drivers for each activity. Only by understanding what factors
drive the costs, managers can focus on improving them. Costs for labour-intensive
activities will be driven by work hours, work speed, wage rate, etc. Different activities
will have different cost drivers.
Step 4. Identify links between activities. Reduction of costs in one activity may lead
to further cost reductions in subsequent activities. For example, fewer components in
the product design may lead to less faulty parts and lower service costs. Therefore
identifying the links between activities will lead to better understanding how cost
improvements would affect he whole value chain. Sometimes, cost reductions in one
activity lead to higher costs for other activities.
Step 5. Identify opportunities for reducing costs. When the company knows its
inefficient activities and cost drivers, it can plan on how to improve them. Too high
wage rates can be dealt with by increasing production speed, outsourcing jobs to low
wage countries or installing more automated processes.
II. Differentiation advantage : VCA is done differently when a firm competes on
differentiation rather than costs. This is because the source of differentiation
advantage comes from creating superior products, adding more features and
satisfying varying customer needs, which results in higher cost structure.
Step 1. Identify the customers’ value-creating activities. After identifying all value
chain activities, managers have to focus on those activities that contribute the most to
creating customer value. For example, Apple products’ success mainly comes not from
great product features (other companies have high-quality offerings too) but from
successful marketing activities.
Step 2. Evaluate the differentiation strategies for improving customer
value. Managers can use the following strategies to increase product differentiation and
customer value:


Add more product features;



Focus on customer service and responsiveness;



Increase customization;



Offer complementary products.

Step 3. Identify the best sustainable differentiation. Usually, superior differentiation
and customer value will be the result of many interrelated activities and strategies used.
The best combination of them should be used to pursue sustainable differentiation
advantage.
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4.10 How to Conduct a Value Chain Analysis
1. Identify Value Chain Activities: The first step in conducting a value chain analysis
is to understand all of the primary and secondary activities that go into your product
or service’s creation. If your company sells multiple products or services, it’s
important to perform this process for each one.
2. Determine the Cost and Value of Activities: Once the primary and secondary
activities have been identified, the next step is to determine the value that each
activity adds to the process, along with the costs involved.
When thinking about the value created by activities, ask yourself: How does each
increase the end user’s satisfaction or enjoyment? How does it create value for my
firm? For example, does constructing the product out of certain materials make it
more durable or luxurious for the user? Does including a certain feature make it more
likely your firm will benefit from network effects and increased business?Similarly,
it’s important to understand the costs associated with each step in the process.
Depending on your situation, you may find that lowering expenses is an easy way to
improve the value each transaction provides.
3. Identify Opportunities for Competitive Advantage: Once you’ve compiled your
value chain and understand the cost and value associated with each step, you can
analyse it through the lens of whatever competitive advantage you’re trying to
achieve.
For example, if your primary goal is to reduce your firm’s costs, you should evaluate
each piece of your value chain through the lens of reducing expenses. Which steps
could be more efficient? Are there any that don’t create significant value and could
be outsourced or eliminated to substantially reduce costs?
Similarly, if your primary goal is to achieve product differentiation, which parts of
your value chain offer the best opportunity to realize that goal? Would the value
created justify the investment of additional resources?
Using value chain analysis, you can uncover several opportunities for your firm,
which can prove difficult to prioritize. It’s typically best to begin with improvements
that take the least effort but offer the greatest return on investment.

4.11 Summary
Value chain analysis is a very useful management tool that helps to identify key
activities which yields to the creation of superior product or service that is of high value
to the customer. The analysis helps to maximize profits by creating superior product or
service for which the customers are willing to pay a premium pricethat exceeds the cost
of production. Michael Porter created this useful model through which work products
are broken down into various activities, which allows the management to focus on the
truly useful activities that creates value to the organization. The value chain analysis
also adds to the competitive advantage strategy of the company, helping to determine
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the vision and set direction for future products and services. The analysis also validates
the supporting activities, which are often overlooked but are integral part to the value
chain and value proposition of a company. However, as it is the case with most
academic frameworks, the high level of complexities in today’s business operations and
the wide array of stakeholders involved makes it difficult for a firm to obtain the right
data in order to conduct an effective analysis. Moreover, the process in itself is highly
time consuming, limiting its practicality in today's business operations.

4.12 Check Your Progress
1. What is competitive advantage?
2. What are Porter’s generic strategies?
3. What is a value chain?
4. What do you mean by distinctive competencies?

4.13 Further Reading
 https://www.economicsdiscussion.net/market-segmentation/market segmentation
/32464
 https://qsstudy.com/marketing/levels-market-segmentation
 https://www.yourarticlelibrary.com/marketing/market-segmentation/marketsegmentation -top-10-benefits-of-market-segmentation/32298
 https://www.iedunote.com/market-positioning
 https://www.mageplaza.com/blog/positioning-in-marketing.html#6-steps-to-createan-effective-positioning-strategy
 https://www.cleverism.com/lexicon/competitive-advantage/
 https://online.hbs.edu/blog/post/what-is-value-chain-analysis
 https://www.investopedia.com/articles/investing/111014/basics-value-chainanalysis.asp
 https://strategicmanagementinsight.com/tools/value-chain-analysis/
 https://www.visual-paradigm.com/guide/strategic-analysis/what-is-value-chainanalysis/
 https://searchcio.techtarget.com/definition/value-chain
 http://apppm.man.dtu.dk/index.php/Value_Chain_Analysis
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